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Professor Sir John Meuring Thomas FRS FREng, (above centre), held
the audience spellbound during his erudite lecture on 8 June at the
IOP. Sir John once occupied the Chair of Chemistry created for
Michael Faraday at the Royal Institution of Great Britain, of which he
was Director (1986-1991). His lecture covered many aspects of
Faraday‟s life and work: - Travels abroad with Davy, learning other
European languages which were later used in correspondence with
continental scientists. Wheatstone fleeing just before a Friday evening
discourse leaving Faraday to give the lecture. The Friday discourses
still follow the pattern set out by Faraday and, for example, at Dewars
1904 discourse were Rayleigh, Marconi, Balfour and four presidents of
the Royal Sociey.
Not all of Faraday‟s work produced positive results and he said of his
attempt to find a relation between gravity and electricity “Here end my
trials for the present. The results are negative; they do not shake my
strong feeling of an existence of a relation between gravity and
electricity.”
Lord Rutherford said of Michael Faraday that he was one of the
greatest experimenters ever; Albert Einstein believed that Faraday was
responsible for the greatest change in the intellectual structure of
physics since Newton. There is little doubt that Faraday bequeathed a
greater corpus of useful knowledge that any other physical scientist.
This note misses so much but you can find more In Sir John‟s book
„Michael Faraday & The Royal Institution, (the genius of man and
place) . (First published 1991 by IOP Publishing.)
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Physics Communicators Group
Summer Meeting.

Maggie Aderin-Pocock introduced the „Very Early
Career Physics Communicators Award‟ available to any
Physicist at the start of their physics career. A £250
prize will be awarded at a ceremony in November.
Application deadline is 15 September, details from the
group‟s secretary David Smith

Above: Prof. Averil Macdonald & Jack Klaff.

The group‟s summer meeting on 8 June was a lively and
successful event.
Jack Klaff gave a thought provoking, irreverent and amusing
talk and was a real hit. Liz Kalaugher presented the curious
facts of talking about climate change. There was a great
deal of information in Liz‟s presentation slides, with much of
it applicable to other science topics beyond the key topic of
climate change.
Speed networking was chaotic as usual, and the two
discussion sessions worked very well.

Above: Maggie Aderin-Pocock.

(Photo by Paul Millar.)

The AGM saw some of the biggest changes to the
committee since the group formed 2 years ago.
Prof Macdonald stood down as Chair after seeing 'her
baby' grow and find its feet. Without Averil's initial vision
for the group more than 3 years ago, it would never
have been formed, so Averil we owe you a very big
'thank you' for all the time and energy that you have put
into the Physics Communicators group.
We must also offer thanks to Bob Fairbrother who has
edited all of the communicators group newsletters over
the last two years. Pete Edwards also stood down from
the committee.
Three new ordinary members joined the group - Ceri
Brenner, John Dore and Kevin Mosedale. Ceri is
working at the Central Laser Facility at Rutherford
Appleton Lab.; John is Emeritus Professor of Physics at
the University of Kent; and Kevin is Head of Physics at
Radley College.
I was elected to Chair for the group, and David Smith
very kindly agreed to take on the role of. Our Treasurer
remains Bob Boutland, who will continue to vigorously
keep IOP on their toes with regard to our group
finances!

Above: Speed networking.
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(Photo by David Smith.)

Martyn Bull.
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REMS VISIT TO OXFORD.

Above: REMS at Port Meadow.

Our visits Secretary asked me to pen a few words about the REMS outing on 19 May 2011 to Oxford – town not
gown. The plan was to take a trip on a Salters‟ Steamer on The Thames in the morning and walk around Jericho in
the afternoon. Jericho is the part of Oxford built in the nineteenth century to house workers from the University
Press, Lucy‟s Iron Foundry and the wharfs beside the canal.
We set out from Folly Bridge aboard Iffley, the smallest of the old fleet of Salters‟ steamers. I remember them from
the days just after the war when they really were steamers. Beautiful boats. They still glide through the water at
ten knots or more making scarcely a ripple, powered today by diesel engines. When they were driven by steam
they looked like proper ships with their pretty, painted funnels.
We sailed downstream as far as Iffley lock, passing where the college barges used to be moored, alas no more.
But we did see one which is nowadays used as a tea room by the posh Four Pillars Hotel. As we passed Christ
Church Meadows, we could see in the distance the rooms where Lord Cherwell lived. Lord Cherwell, aka
Professor Lindemann, Dr Lee‟s Professor of experimental philosophy (physics to us), was Winston Churchill‟s
scientific adviser during World War II.
On our return upstream our boatman took us under the southern arch of Folly Bridge where the river, when in
spate, elegantly demonstrates Bernouilli‟s principle as it is constricted by the stonework. Friar Roger Bacon had an
observatory at the top of a tower straddling the northern end of an earlier bridge where he studied astronomy and
optics (he invented the magnifying glass) and practised astrology and alchemy. In his book, written in Latin for
Pope Clement IV, he asserted that the Bible and theology are the foundation of all science.
Bacon‟s tower was later occupied by a man named Welcome who built an extra storey on top. The extra room
gave the tower a top heavy look and it became known as Welcome‟s Folly. The name stuck to the bridge and
remained with it even when it was replaced by the present structure in 1827.
We continued upstream through Osney Lock and under Osney Bridge (the lowest bridge on the navigable Thames
with literally only a couple of inches clearance above our steamer) to Port Meadow, taking lunch aboard on the
way. We landed at a new jetty belonging to The Perch Inn, a watering hole much improved in recent years but now
rather up market and expensive. Nevertheless, many of us enjoyed a coffee or a beer there.
Continued on page 4
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Rems Oxford Visit: continued from page 3

Above: REMS at Isis Lock.

Mark Davies, a local historian and author, took over the leadership of the group and led us on a fascinating tour of the
river, the canal and Jericho. He told us about the history of Port Meadow and the Oxford Freemen who have the right to
graze their horses and cattle there; how Alice Lidell, daughter of the Dean of Christ Church, and her friends used to row
up and down the river with the mathematics don, Charles Dodgson (alias Lewis Carroll); how the stories he told them
were collected into the tales of Alice in Wonderland and Alice Through the Looking Glass; and the real meaning of the
Treacle Well at Binsey.
He showed us the old swing bridge which took the LMS railway over the canal just by Oxford Station, its worm drive and
crown wheel winding gear still in place and visible; and the canal itself with its once busy wharfs. We were shown the
basilica-style church of St Barnabas and told of its founder - benefactor, Thomas Combe, Superintendent of the Oxford
University Press, and his wife, Martha; he took us to see the flats built on the site of the old Lucy‟s factory, which made
cast iron artefacts like manhole covers, and heavy electrical equipment such as grid transformers.
We paused near Isis Lock, which links the canal with the river, where Mark‟s own live-aboard narrowboat is moored,
and gave us a short history of the evolution of locks; and he sold us copies of his book, Alice in Waterland and his
guidebook, A Towpath Walk in Oxford.
We ended up at Oxford Castle, itself worth a day‟s visit.
Photographs & Article by John Temple who was also the visit organiser.

Herts Physics Teacher Network.
This term's workshop is about teaching energy at Key Stage 3, offering a way of looking at the topic that sets students up nicely for
GCSE. The model that I will be introducing should allow students to think about energy confidently before they ever have to do any
calculations about it. Primarily aimed at non-specialist teachers of physics, the workshop may well be useful for established teachers
who want to try out something new, or those who just would like an introduction to the Institute of Physics's Supporting Physics
Teaching materials. As usual, the workshops will run from 4.30 to 5.30. The dates and venues are: Wednesday 6 July John F Kennedy School, Hemel Hempstead
Wednesday 13 July Thomas Alleyne School, Stevenage

Please do get in touch email me if you would like to come along, or even if you are interested but can't attend those
particular times. As always, there is no charge.

Griff John griff.john@gmail.com Physics Network Coordinator for Hertfordshire
4
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REMS VISIT TO SKINNERS’ HALL and the CITY.

Above: Ceiling of the entrance hall.

We were welcomed by Mervyn Bassett, the Beadle of the Worshipful Company of Skinners on 6th June. The Company
can be traced back to 1190. They had their first charter from Edward III in 1327 and have had a hall on their present site
for 600 years. They dealt with the fur trade, mostly Ermine and sable, which were luxury items for the wealthy. Today it
is not connected with the fur trade but concentrates on its three schools and two almshouses. We were told how
Companies such as this one operate. It was associated with the East India Company and many of its patrons were
directors of both. Many were wealthy and left legacies and now the company owns land around the Hall and in the
country, providing income.
The hall was destroyed in the Great Fire and was rebuilt in the 1680s on pre-fire cellars. There was some bomb
damage during the war but most of the building survives. There is a continuing programme of cleaning and restoration
of the structure, paintings and furnishings. When they looked at the kitchens some years ago they took the opportunity
to move them and to create a light and airy entrance hall reaching to the skylight with a gallery and a chandelier of 1780
from Russia (made for Catherine the Great). Many of the coffered ceilings remain in the Hall and various committee
rooms. Much Regency and earlier furniture is still in use.

…
Above: The Entrance Hall (left) and a Committee Room (right).
Continued on page 6
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REMS VISIT TO SKINNERS’ HALL and the CITY continued from page 5:

Upcoming REMS VISITS.
Contact John Belling for full details.
john.a.belling.secrems@gmail.com
7 July
AT Home (at 76 Portland Place)
16 July
London Loop Walk 16
24 July to 29 July
Paris Trip
18 August
Buckingham Palace
27 August
Capital Ring Walk 9

Above: Lid of the strong box.

The expression “if the cap fits, wear it” comes from the way they elect their master
and “at sixes and sevens” comes from the old fight with the Merchant Taylors
Company over their rating in the top 12 Livery Companies. Today each year they
swap the positions.

24 September
London Loop Walk 17
See details and a booking form at:
http://www.johnabelling.webspace.
virginmedia.com/

Upcoming Branch Lectures
4 July William Penney Theatre, AWE
The View from Saturn: Images from
the Cassini Spacecraft
Details at: http://www.iop.org/activity/branches/so
uth_east/lse/calendar/index.html

This e-newsletter has been
produced by The London &
South East Branch IOP
Above: The Royal Exchange (Photo by John Temple).

After lunch Anna Fenn took us around the City showing us the places where the
coffee houses used to be where trading took place, insurance arranged (Lloyd‟s
Coffee House) and lists were published of ships recently arrived and about to
depart. The Royal Exchange was set up following Amsterdam‟s successful
Bourse. We ended up on the river front on a recently opened foot path that goes
past the columned front of the Customs House and the front of Old Billingsgate
Market
Article and photographs by George Freeman except where stated.

The contents do not necessarily
represent the views or policies
of the Institute of Physics,
except where explicitly stated.
The Institute of Physics,
76 Portland Place, London
W1B 1NT, UK.
Tel 020 7470 4800.
Fax 020 7470 4848.
©2011 London and South East
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Science Master Classes.

A Golden Age of
Exoplanet Discovery.
An exciting meeting on Wednesday 15 June held at
the IOP in partnership with the Royal Astronomical
Society saw leading experts explain how far the field
of exoplanet detection has advanced since the first
confirmed detection in the early „90s.
Now that more than 550 exoplanets have been
detected, and with increasingly frequent detections
being announced by global teams working with spaceand ground-based telescopes, the speakers explained
how we have entered a golden age of discovery.

The third and final IOP Rickmansworth primary science day took
place at Rickmansworth Park School on Friday 10 June 2011 and
was attended by pupils from three different schools. The theme of
the session was energy and was led by Professor Alan Davies.
The first half was dedicated to a discussion of the various types of
energy; kinetic, potential, electrical etc. The pupils were
encouraged to give a variety of situations in which each type of
energy may be found. The overarching idea was that of
conservation of energy.

Chaired by the President of IOP, Professor Dame
Jocelyn Bell Burnell, the speakers - Professor Hugh
Jones from the University of Hertfordshire, Dr
Suzanne Aigrain from the University of Oxford and Dr
Giovanna Tinetti from University College London –
took the audience through the history of exoplanet
detection, and explained the techniques being used to
maximise our understanding of planets beyond our
solar system.
After Professor Jones‟ introduction to the field and Dr
Aigrain‟s description of some of the methods used to
map out and understand the full population of
exoplanets in our galaxy, Professor Dame Jocelyn
Bell Burnell remarked, “how exciting it is to think that
there are probably more exoplanets than there are
stars in our night sky.”
The field has progressed from early identification of
gas giants, dubbed „hot Jupiters‟, to slightly smaller
but still uninhabitable „Neptunes‟, and now „super
earths‟; planets with a mass only five to ten times that
of our Earth‟s.

The second half of the session was dedicated to considering the
energy considerations associated with wind turbines and it centred
around their building and testing small wind turbines. „Wind‟ came
from a domestic fan and the voltages of the outputs of their
turbines were measured. The practical session was very wellreceived; the kit is easy to assemble so they were able to test how
the output varied with both the number and the angle of the blades.
The other two sessions in the series had as their themes weather
and nonlinear materials. The three sessions allowed the young
people to explore ideas outside the curriculum and feedback from
teachers has been really positive. It is not only the pupils who get
an exciting enrichment experience but the teachers themselves
see it as excellent CPD.
Dr Diane Crann Hertfordshire Centre Representative.
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As researchers move ever closer to finding Earthmass planets in the „Goldilocks Zone‟ – realms of
space the correct distance from stars for orbiting
planets to be at a temperature that allows the
existence of water and, possibly, harbours life – Dr
Tinetti described the progress being made in
techniques used to analyse environments on planets
thousands of light years from Earth.
Topics raised in the question and answer session
which concluded the event included the parameters of
inquiry used in the attempt to identify life-harbouring
planets - from the strength of gravity to the stability of
orbits – and, a bit closer to home, what efforts
humankind makes to identify hazardous near-Earth
objects, such as asteroids.

An introductory guide to exoplanets can be found at
http://www.iop.org/publications/iop/2010/page_42551.html
Joseph Winter IOP Press Officer.
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REMS Visit to Loseley House and Gardens.

Above: Loseley House. Photo from Tessa Belling.

On June 9th a group of 25 persons, retired members of the Institute and their
companions, enjoyed a visit to the Surrey country-side when they visited Loseley
Park. Loseley House stands some three miles south-west of Guildford,
surrounded by gardens and cultivation extending over 1400 acres. It is a
splendid example of Tudor architecture, purchased by Sir Christopher More in
1508, and has been the home of the More-Molyneux family for over 500 years.
Three generations of the family are still in residence. The house has survived
through many reigns: Queen Elizabeth I and her entourage stayed at the house
on four occasions: it survived the Civil War under Oliver Cromwell: there are
family connections with Sir Thomas More and John Donne. It has thus become
a treasure-house of historic memorabilia, elegant furniture, fine paintings, and
works of art.
We arrived in the sunshine of a summer morning and were greeted with coffee in
the tea-room. Two hours had been allocated for members of the group to
wander at will through the gardens and the park. We strolled down to the lakeside, admiring the tall cedar marking the way and the flock of Canada geese
leading their chicks down to the water. Then back along the avenue of young
chestnut trees into the formal walled gardens. The roses were in full bloom,
tended by dedicated gardeners, and complemented by sculptures forming part of
an exhibition of African sculpture by artists from Zimbabwe.

Much of their work was of exceptional
quality. Then on through flower gardens,
vegetable and herb gardens, a “white”
garden, water features and a vine pergola
to walk along the bank of the moat, filled
with water-lilies. We gathered for lunch in
Chestnut Lodge, which had been set
aside for our exclusive use. Lunches had
been ordered earlier from a varied menu,
ranging from poached salmon served with
home-grown salad, quiche, ham or
cheese ploughman‟s, or a variety of
sandwiches. Service was prompt and
efficient. Most people chose summer
pudding with cream as their sweet.
Loseley ice cream is famous for its quality
and we were tempted to sample this as
well.
During lunch the weather turned to rain,
so we lingered over coffee until it was time
for our guided tour of Loseley House. The
tour occupied us for nearly an hour, under
the guidance of a most informative guide.
The family has enjoyed the patronage of
kings and queens over four centuries and
during that time has acquired priceless
furniture, works of art, awards and
decorations, many of which are on
display. As we enter the Great Hall a
large 17th century painting of the family
grabs our attention; in the musician‟s
gallery opposite hang a series of painted
Italian panels which had once decorated
Queen Elizabeth‟s pavilion; the wall
panelling was rescued from the demolition
of Henry VIII‟s Nonsuch Palace. The
room where Queen Elizabeth slept was
comparatively modest. In the library the
titles of the books made one wish to
linger: on the stairs hangs a remarkable
triptych of the Nativity: in the corridors
family portraits and pictures of great merit
demand our attention.
At length our guide called a halt and we
retired, to complete the afternoon with tea,
greatly appreciated, served with warm
scones, cream and jam -- a convivial
ending to a memorable day. Much
information regarding the history of
Loseley House and the lives and works of
the More-Molyneux family are deposited
in the National Archives, especially at the
Surrey History Centre in Woking, although
some were sold to American Universities
in the 1920‟s.
Tony Balchin, (Visit Organiser).
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LONDON & SE REGION BIG BANG. 22 June 2011
The event led by Engineering UK was held in the Science Museum with organisation by STEMNET
(http://www.stemnet.org.uk/) and incorporates Crest Awards, National Science and Engineering Awards Young
Engineers and Stem Clubs. Stands were provided by many of the major Institutions.

The IOP Physics Stand proved very popular. Lee Crouch (Regional
Officer, South East) and the team of volunteers were kept very busy.
Every time I passed by students were several deep watching the
demonstrations and the sound of the straw flutes attracted plenty of
attention.
Committee members of our London & SE Branch were also involved as
judges for a Physics award. Dr Barbara Gabrys, Prof. Peter Kalmus, Dr
Mark Telling & Bob Boutland had a difficult job in deciding awards as there
was plenty of physics in the varied projects. It was pleasing to see so
many projects with aspects of Physics
The Branch Senior Award went to Simon Langton Grammar school for
their C.L.E.A.R device vs Geiger Müller detector presentation and the
Junior Award went to Lorelle Mason and Jyoti Punja of Harrow High
School for their Olympic Flame ideas using parabolic mirrors. These
awards were made after the CREST and Young Engineer prizes.
Continued page 10

Above:
The Branch Physics Award.

Above: The IOP Stand
Left to Right Will Hay, Fiona Wall, Lee Crouch, Diane Wallace and Saina Akhondzadeh.
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Continued from page 9.

This was the first time that IOP certificates had been
available to the branch so each member of the above
Award teams also received the new IOP certificate.
The branch judges were also impressed with the
presentation of Jack Bowen with his Stirling Engine
model, so it was decided to award him a certificate at his
Stand. Similarly Ballard High School had a range of
presentations with their Gravity display particularly
appealing to the Branch Judges and it was decided to
award the School a Branch Certificate, again this was
presented at the stand.
Above: Some Members of the Ballard High School.

Above: Jack Bowen at his Display.

Above: Branch Senior Award Winners.
The Simon Langton Grammar School Team.

Above: Branch Junior Section Award Winners
from Harrow High School.
Picture Right:
Lee Crouch, (Regional Officer, South East)
and some Volunteers (Diane Wallace and Saina Akhondzadeh).
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